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Closings and delays for March 7, 2018

Weather Alert: in Baltimore City, Frederick, Carroll and Anne Arundel counties.
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Columnists / Columnists: Opinion

Rothschild: Privilege movement is racism on steroids

Richard Rothschild

Carroll County Commissioners Richard Rothschild speaks during the Carroll County Chamber of Commerce State of the County Address at the Carroll Arts Center in
Westminster on Tuesday January 10, 2017. (KEN KOONS/STAFF PHOTO / Carroll County Times)
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A

fter six years of holding office, nothing disgusts me more than the so-called (white) "privilege movement."

Deceptively marketed as a multicultural initiative, it amounts to a blatant promotion of racism against "white." Embraced by liberal
sociocrats and educrats, it promotes hyper-racism against vulnerable children that are subjected to indoctrination lessons to ensure
they accept guilt for being "white."

The premise of the privilege movement is this: Every white person, by virtue of birth, benefits from "white privilege" in America. They
claim that socially, academically and in work environments, whites unfairly benefit from "white."
Of course, readers with a background in political philosophy immediately recognize the movement as nothing more than rebranded
Marxist class-envy politics. Contempt for the structural underpinnings of America's heritage are transparent in every element of the
movement's teachings.
Article continues below

Don't take my word for it.
Go to YouTube.com and watch the four brief clips from the "2014 White Privilege Conference" in Madison, Wisconsin. They clearly
expose the depravity of this movement. It is brazen racism, disguised as multicultural theology by liberal intelligentsia.
Attendees are politically inculcated with seething contempt for America's founding fathers; contempt for capitalism; contempt for our
Constitution; contempt for Christianity; and most notably … contempt for caucasians. Educators are taught techniques to induce selfloathing ideology into white elementary school children.
Following are actual quotes from trainers and indoctrinated attendees at the Conference:
"This country was built on white principles for white people."
"White people did not exist on planet Earth before 1681."
"White is the tool by which laborers were divided."
"I'm going to go home and tell my parents I'm a [white] racist."
"… societies have consistently protected Jewish people … from European Christians."
"There is a study that finds … the longer you are in the TeaParty, the more racist you become."
The Constitution doesn't work well for everyone, "because some people have different beliefs."
"If you are privileged you are white … ."
"White Supremacy has been imbedded in the United States of America from its founding."
The black President [Obama] "works for the master of the system of white privilege."
"Capitalism maintains white supremacy."
Christianity dominates America, "primarily for the benefit of Christian ruling elites."
Shockingly, an instructor explains, "…then there's the white folks who get little white zones … and call it a gated community … they put
their kids in little white academies… ." When asked if he believes parents put their kids in private schools because they're racist, the
instructor replies, "I sure the f--- do."
Detestable.
The definition of "racism" is attributing characteristics to someone because of their race. That is exactly what the privilege movement
does. If you're white, you're guilty. Privilege theology's hypocrisy is self-evident when they ask whites to leave a classroom to create a
safe space for people of color.
Of course, the privilege movement completely discounts struggling whites living in poverty; and never mentions affirmative action
programs that convey privilege on minorities. Never mind the single white mom that works three jobs to pay the rent and feed her kids.

You can tell more about the privilege movement by what it doesn't do. Although it attacks America's constitution and capitalism as
inherently racist concepts, it proposes no replacement alternative, other than destructive class-envy politics.
Why should you care? It's back.
Several local government funded organizations are now using their prestige to sponsor privilege propaganda in Carroll County.
Unfortunately, these include county-funded nonprofits, our public schools; and our libraries. This is progressive politics at its worst.
Forgive them Lord, they know not what they do.
Question: Who is behind this political movement?
Included is a group that claims it promotes racial equality; a religious organization, and progressive activists that belong to our public
school system's multicultural committee.
What do I believe?
Privilege theology promotes anti-Americanism, racism. It stirs resentment that cultivates defiance of our law enforcement officers. Even
worse, the targeting, isolating and villainizing of vulnerable white children and Christians is eerily reminiscent of demagoguery directed
at innocent Jews in 1930s Germany.
It should not be promoted or endorsed by any government funded organization or school.
Join me at rrothschild@ccg.carr.org; or text me at 240-315-5844.
Richard Rothschild is a Republican county commissioner representing District 4.
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